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	Comment on New release 5.2.2 for PDFsam Basic by Peter Lairo
Hi:

Can you please add the words &quot;Release Notes&quot; (and perhaps also &quot;What&#039;s New&quot;) to your blog posts that list what&#039;s new and fixed in the new versions of PDFsam so that people can find them in search engines?

Thank you!
	Comment on How to debug PDFsam Basic if it doesn’t start by Andrea
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/pdfsam-basic/debug-pdfsam-basic-doesnt-start/1842/#comment-14933&quot;&gt;Vitaliy&lt;/a&gt;.

Try closing PDFsam, uninstall it, delete leftovers (if any) from &quot;C:\Program Files\PDFsam Basic&quot; and &quot;C:\Program Files (x86)\PDFsam Basic&quot;, reinstall PDFsam. This should fix the installation.
	Comment on How to debug PDFsam Basic if it doesn’t start by Andrea
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/pdfsam-basic/debug-pdfsam-basic-doesnt-start/1842/#comment-14906&quot;&gt;Projects&lt;/a&gt;.

Try closing PDFsam, uninstall it, delete leftovers (if any) from &quot;C:\Program Files\PDFsam Basic&quot; and &quot;C:\Program Files (x86)\PDFsam Basic&quot;, reinstall PDFsam. This should fix the installation.
	Comment on How to verify that the downloaded package has not been compromised by Andrea
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/open-source/how-to-verify-that-the-downloaded-package-has-not-been-compromised/1967/#comment-14997&quot;&gt;Finrod&lt;/a&gt;.

It&#039;s not necessary but version 4.3 should be closed while installing the new one
	Comment on How to verify that the downloaded package has not been compromised by Finrod
Should I uninstall Version 4.3 before I install version 5.2 of PDFsam Basic?
	Comment on How to organize PDF pages by Leorney Blanco Pérez
excelentent
	Comment on How to debug PDFsam Basic if it doesn’t start by Vitaliy
Fresh Windows 10 install, reinstalled PDFsam Basic twice, reinstalled Java, restarted the computer, etc etc.

Error occurred during initialization of boot layer
java.lang.module.FindException: Two versions of module org.apache.commons.io found in D:\Program Files (x86)\PDFsam Basic\app\mods (commons-io-2.13.0.jar and commons-io-2.11.0.jar)
	Comment on How to debug PDFsam Basic if it doesn’t start by Projects
Error occurred during initialization of boot layer
java.lang.module.FindException: Module jakarta.inject not found, required by org.pdfsam.basic
Press any key to continue . . .
	Comment on How to organize PDF pages by Tlotzer
I was able to do it with several programs including PDFSam. We got one big 3000 page pdf of a church&#039;s giving statements. Some were 1page, 2 page, 3 page, etc. 

I had Acrobat Professional look for the &quot;Thank you&quot; verbage on the person&#039;s last page. I exported the results as a CSV file. For example  The last page for each person might look like this: 2,5,8,12,15. 

I opened that into OpenOffice/Excel. Did a computation to figure out how many pages each statement was since we know where each last page is. That number was now in a column. I sorted the Spread sheet by this new &quot;page count&quot;. Or I think I did a &quot;filtered&quot; view of the 2pp, 3pp, 4pp, 5pp and 1page. I got some range of pages from that data like &quot;1-2, 3-4, 6-9, 10-12...&quot; I used that data range in PDFSam&#039;s Extract. 

I think I then ran it on the entire pdf, extracting the 5pp (auto deleting as I go) , then the 4pp, 3pp, 2pp. What was left were all the 1 pagers.
	Comment on How to organize PDF pages by Andrea
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/pdf-merge/organize-pdf-pages/2346/#comment-14838&quot;&gt;Roberto Costard Junior&lt;/a&gt;.

It should, there is no explicit limit set but it could have memory problems with very big files. Yours looks like something it should handle.

